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Introduction
Tel Ifshar (previously identified as Tel Ḥefer; map ref. 191532/697569) is located at the center of the
Naḥal Alexander valley (‘Emeq Ḥefer)—the river basin of Naḥal Alexander, which drains the runoff
from the eastern and western Sharon Plain westward to the sea. The tell lies on the northern bank of
the river, where the river cuts through the third sandstone (kurkar) ridge of the northern Sharon Plain
(Fig. 1). The area of the tell is approximately four hectares, and it rises 15 m above its surroundings
(24.5 m asl; Fig. 2). The top of the tell is flat, sloping rather steeply to the east, south and west; in the

Fig. 1. Location map.
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Fig. 2. Location of excavations on the tell (based on Paley and Porath 1993:610).

north, it descends less precipitously to a low, extended terrace. Although not marked on present-day
maps, and probably disguised by modern fishponds, several springs flowed in the vicinity of the tell,
on both sides of Naḥal Alexander, as shown on the Palestine Exploration Fund map (Sheet X). The
tell lies at the intersection of two modern-day roads, an east–west road (Road 5720), which traverses
the Naḥal Alexander basin, and a north–south road (Road 4) that runs along the eastern kurkar ridge
and cuts the eastern margins of the tell.
The tell was first settled during the Chalcolithic period. After a short gap in the Early Bronze IB
it was resettled, to be abandoned again during the EB II–III. The settlement on the tell was reestablished in the Intermediate Bronze Age and continued into the Middle Bronze IIA. During the
later phases of the Middle Bronze, the tell was abandoned again, to be resettled once more in the Late
Bronze IIA (sixteenth century BCE); this settlement lasted until the end of the Iron Age. During the
Roman and Byzantine periods, the tell was once again densely built (Paley and Porath 1993).
This chronology was established following several excavations conducted at the tell and in its
surrounding area. The tell itself was excavated in 1979–1992 by an expedition from the University
of Buffalo, under the direction of Samuel Paley and Yosef Porath of the Israel Antiquities Authority
(Fig. 2: Areas A–C; HA 1980; Porath and Paley 1984; Porath, Dar and Appelbaum 1985:163–175;
Marcus, Porath and Paley 2008). Two cemeteries were identified on the kurkar ridge to the north and
south of the tell, and both were partially excavated: an Intermediate Bronze Age tomb was excavated
on the ridge north of the tell (Porath, Dar and Appleboum 1985); a Chalcolithic-period cave (Porath
2006:45–57) and tombs from the EB IB and the Intermediate Bronze Age (Dar 1977) were excavated
in Kibbutz Ma‘abarot, on the ridge south of the tell, on the south bank of Naḥal Alexander.
In the early 1990s, the laying of infrastructure and roadwork were undertaken to widen Road 4.
The road was initially constructed in the 1940s, under the British Mandate, and the antiquities
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along the eastern margins of the tell were severely damaged
at that time. Further damage to the tell was caused due to deep
plowing of the shallower, southern part of the archaeological
accumulations, and the re-paving of the road. These were
followed by more damage caused in the early 1990s, during
preparation for further roadworks. Consequently, three salvage
excavations were carried out on behalf of the IAA. Two, directed
by Yosef Porath, exposed fragments of Chalcolithic-period
clay ossuaries (Porath 2006:57–58), as well as a winepress of
either the Roman or Byzantine period and a limekiln from the
late Byzantine period (Porath 1993). The third excavation—
between November 1993 and July 1994—is presented here.1
The excavation was conducted in a strip (length 65 m,
max. width 17.5 m; Fig. 2; Plan 1) generally oriented north–
south along the western shoulder of Road 4, cutting through
the northeastern margins of the tell. It yielded extensive
architectural remains from the Roman and Byzantine periods
built in two terrace-like areas: an upper, southern terrace, and
a lower, leveled area extending immediately to its north. Four
architectural elements were identified (Fig. 3): one building
on the upper, southern terrace (‘the southern building’;
Sqs D–F/28–32), and three in the area to its north—designated
‘the northern buildings’—a large building (‘the courtyard
building’; Sqs D–G/33–38); part of a small building adjacent to
the east wing of the courtyard building (‘the eastern building’;
Sqs D–E/33–34); and a large winepress to the north of the
courtyard building. The southern building was badly damaged,
and only one phase of construction was identified. The
building remains to its north were stratigraphically ascribed
to three strata (IV–II; Stratum I was assigned to the topsoil),
representing changes and additions. As these architectural
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Plan 1. A schematic plan of the
architectural remains.

The excavation (Permit No. A-2084), conducted on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority, was directed by the
author, who was assisted by Dorit Lazar (registration and area supervision), Zohar Grossinger and Galit Berman.
The author drew the site plans and took the field photographs. The ceramic vessels were drawn by Marina Suiskaya
and the coins were identified initially by Donald Tzvi Ariel, both of the Israel Antiquities Authority. We thank all
those who helped us over the course of the excavation, in studying the finds and in preparing the manuscript. The
assistance provided by the late Miriam Avissar in identifying the imported ceramics from North Africa and Cyprus was
invaluable. The article was edited by Smadar Gabrieli and Dafnah Strauss-Doron.
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Fig. 3. The excavation area, Strata IV–III, looking south. Top—southern building; center—
the courtyard building; left—eastern building; bottom—winepress.

elements were part of an organically developing settlement, it remains difficult to date each of the
strata with precision. All the buildings uncovered in the excavation are oriented northeast–southwest,
hereinafter described as having a general north–south orientation.
The Southern Building (Plan 2)
The southern building was heavily damaged when Road 4 was paved. Its western part was mostly
destroyed down to virgin soil, leaving very few in situ remains. The only clear in situ remains are the
foundations of a row of four eastern rooms (Sqs D–E/28–31). All the wall foundations were dry-built
of fieldstones. Three of the rooms included one or two ṭabuns. A ṭabun and a small patch of a floor
made of earth and small stones were found in the southernmost room (L409). In what seems to have
been a long and narrow room to its north (L164) was a large, built ṭabun (L172); the layout of the
eastern wall in this part of the excavation is not sufficiently clear. Another narrow room (L171), to the
north of Room 164, contained two ṭabuns. Only one corner of the next room (L169) was exposed; it
is therefore not possible to reconstruct this room’s plan.
North of Room 169 were remains of walls and building stones, indicating more rooms in this
part of the structure. However, the extent of the damage in this area makes reconstruction of its
plan impossible. To its northwest was a small, in situ patch of paving made of hard kurkar stones
(L154); this floor seems to have extended westward to another paved surface, made of large, hard
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Plan 2. The southern building.
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kurkar stones (Sq F/32). Judging by the orientation of the paving and the manner in which the stones
were arranged, these two stone-paved areas seem to have been part of a single surface that extended
northwest of the rooms, possibly a central courtyard, which was surrounded by rooms. If so, the plan
of the southern building was similar to that of the courtyard building to its north (below). However,
it is also possible that the stone-paved area was part of an open space between two buildings.
The row of four rooms presumably comprised a wing in a large building, whose southern part
extended westward, but due to the extensive destruction in its western part its plan could not be
reconstructed. No architectural remains were revealed east of the building, where apparently there
was an open area.
As no floors were preserved, except for a small patch in Room 409, the finds from this building
were meager and fragmentary, and thus are not presented here. However, the few pottery sherds that
were found in Rooms 164 and 409 resemble pottery sherds from Stratum IV in the buildings to its
north. Furthermore, the construction technique and style of the southern building—namely the use of
fieldstones as the only building material—are identical to those of the courtyard building assigned to
Stratum IV (below). It is therefore assumed that the two buildings were contemporary, and that the
southern building was either destroyed or abandoned by the time of Strata III–II.
A short segment of a wall built of small fieldstones (W51) was uncovered between the southern
building and the structure to its north—the courtyard building. Although running in a general east–
west direction, as do the cross walls of the two buildings, its course is not fully parallel to the
buildings. No extensions of the wall could be found either to its east or west. It seems therefore to
have been part of a terrace wall separating the upper, southern terrace from the area to its north. As it
is not associated with either of the buildings it separates, it cannot be assigned with certainty to any
stratum. Judging by the type of stones and the style of construction, it is part of Stratum IV, but it may
have remained in use in Strata III–II.
The Northern Buildings
The northern buildings comprise two buildings, a courtyard building and an adjacent building to its
east (the ‘eastern building’), erected in Stratum IV, and a large, improved—also known as ‘complex’—
winepress, installed in Stratum III. The three strata exhibit continuity, as the changes in the buildings
are rather minor. Of the courtyard building, the east wing was fully exposed, except for its southeastern
corner which was robbed. Assuming a symmetrical plan—the west wing was outside the boundaries
of the excavation—it seems that most of the north wing and half the south wing were exposed, as well
as a large part of the central courtyard. Of the eastern building, only its southwestern part was exposes,
thus not allowing for any understanding of its overall plan. The winepress was fully exposed.
Stratum IV (Plan 3)
Stratum IV comprises the earliest remains unearthed in the northern part of the excavation. Two
buildings were erected at this stage: the courtyard building and the eastern building. They were
founded on the ḥamra soil and kurkar rock, typical of the region.
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Plan 3. The northern buildings, Stratum IV.
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The Courtyard Building
The courtyard building is a large building, which was only partially excavated: the east wing was
almost completely exposed, as were a large part of the north wing and a small part of the south wing;
the west wing lies outside the boundaries of the excavation. The building’s foundations were set
directly on the dark red and orange, sandy ḥamra soil. The walls belonging to this stratum were built
from uneven kurkar fieldstones (0.15 × 0.15 × 0.15 m). Most of the foundation stones are soft, often
friable, kurkar fieldstones, which were laid on the virgin soil in uniform rows (0.5–0.6 m wide), one
course high.
The North Wing.— Two long walls that ran east–west (W102, W134) enclosed this wing on the south
and north respectively. Together with three north–south walls (W114, W132, W133), they formed
part of a row of rooms, comprising at least four rooms. Wall 133 was only partially exposed, at its
northern end, and only a corner of the room to its west could be documented. The walls were built of
small, undressed stones laid directly on the virgin soil. In the room to the east of W133 (L544, L554,
L560; c. 1.5 × 5.0 m) and to the east of W132 (L553, L556), only a tamped-earth floor covered with
lime escaped destruction in a fire that destroyed this part of the north wing; signs of the fire were
found also in the room to the east of W132 as well (L553, L556).
In the central room (L553, L556; c. 3 × 5 m), a row of stones (W135), resembling in width
and style the foundations of the walls of this room, was set directly on virgin soil in the room’s
northeastern corner. It seems to have constituted the foundation for a staircase. Remains of a stonepaved floor laid directly on virgin soil were exposed in the middle of the room, at the level of the wall
foundations. Most of the paving was of fieldstones, with a few large, flat—occasionally dressed—
building stones in secondary use. The stone floor did not reach the foundations of any wall, as it was
deliberately restricted to the center of the room.
The East Wing.— Most of the eastern wall of the wing (W112/W113/W118) was exposed. The
western wall of the wing (W56) was underneath two walls of Stratum III (W54a, W101, below). The
southeastern corner of the building is reconstructed by following the course of the walls that formed
it: the enclosing southern (W52) and eastern (W118) walls of the wing. The inner partition plan of
the east wing remains unclear. It may have had a row of rooms similar to that of the north wing, and
probably to the south wing as well (below), but there is little archaeological evidence to substantiate
this assumption.
A drainage channel sloping moderately from west to east ran through this wing (Fig. 4). It was
dug into the virgin soil, below the foundations of the western wall (W56) and exited the building
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Fig. 4. Courtyard building, east wing, looking south.

underneath its eastern wall (W113). The floor of the channel was left unpaved, but its walls were
built of fragments of marble slabs and kurkar. The channel was found with no covering stones,
as these were probably removed in antiquity. Tamped-earth floors mixed with pebbles and kurkar
stones (L529, L549) were found along the channel. These floors extended up to the eastern wall of
the building, ending in a straight line on the south. This may be where they reached a wall that was
later removed, but it is also possible that these pebble floors were laid only along the channel and
did not reach any partition wall. A mud ṭabun (diam. 1.2 m) was found to the north of the channel.
A hoard of nine coins (Hoard A; Bijovsky 2021) was found below the earthen floor of the
northwestern corner of the wing (L546).
The South Wing.— Only a small part of this wing was exposed (Fig. 5): its southern enclosing
wall (W122), which is abutted by its eastern wall (W54)—the western wall of the east wing. The
rest of the walls of the south wing were either located directly underneath the walls of Stratum III
(W12, W61, below), which were not removed, or severed in numerous places. The south wing is
reconstructed as a row of square and rectangular rooms between the southern wall (W122) and the
central courtyard, resembling the plan of the north wing.
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Fig. 5. Courtyard building, south wing, looking north.

The Eastern Building
Four fieldstone walls (W33/W75, W59, W74/W115,
W111) delineated four rooms directly to the east of
W118. The southern wall (W33/W75) continued the
general course of W52/W122 to its east, while the
perpendicular walls (W59, W74/W115) ran parallel to
the eastern wall of the courtyard building (Fig. 6). All
the walls were built directly on virgin soil, of small
kurkar fieldstones interspersed with several larger
stones (0.3 × 0.5 m). No stone paving was not found
in any of the rooms, and so they probably had earthen
floors. A stone roof roller (diam. 0.4 m) was found in
the southwestern room (L494). In the northern part of
the northwestern room (L493) was a large ṭabun.
Stratum III (Plan 4)
The two buildings erected in Stratum IV—the
courtyard building and the eastern building—
continued to be in use in Stratum III with rather minor

Fig. 6. Eastern building, looking north.
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Plan 4. The northern buildings, Stratum III.
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changes in plan. The most important change that occurred in this stratum was the addition of a large,
complex winepress immediately to the north of the courtyard building.
The Courtyard Building
The building of Stratum III retained the same basic plan as in the previous stratum; only one wall in
the north wing was rendered obsolete with the construction of a new, perpendicular wall (W131). The
most striking architectural feature of this stratum was the laying of a course of hewn kurkar blocks,
some of them ashlars, along the course of the Stratum IV fieldstone walls, which now served as
foundations; where no kurkar blocks were found, they were probably removed, leaving the fieldstone
walls of Stratum IV—now the foundations of Stratum III—exposed. In addition, several of the rooms
and spaces were paved with stone floors. The constraints of a salvage excavation prevented full
excavation below the stone floors of Stratum III, but several small probes identified the same ḥamra
and natural kurkar that were found below the wall foundations of Stratum IV. These findings indicate
that the strata are not completely independent.
The North Wing.— The northern and southern enclosing walls of the wing (W134a, W102a) remained
in use in Stratum III, and they were joined by two of the north–south partition walls of the wing (W100,
W132a; Fig. 7). The walls delineated three rooms: one in the west (L541) and two to its east (L540,
L453). These two rooms, oriented east–west, were separated by a newly built east–west wall (W131),
which crossed over W114 and cancelled it (Fig. 8). Walls 131 and 132a were built above the burnt
remains on the floors of Stratum IV, indicating that they were both part of Stratum III. The floors in
the two rooms were lined with ash. An opening that allowed passage between the two rooms may have
been set in the middle of W131. A bone figurine of a woman (Singer, below; see Fig. 18) was found in
Room 541.

Fig. 7. Courtyard building, north wing, looking north.
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Fig. 8. Courtyard building, north wing: W131 (Stratum III)
overlying W114 (Stratum IV), looking west.

The East Wing.— The walls of the eastern
wing were better preserved than those of the
north wing. The enclosing walls of this wing
retained the plan of the previous stratum:
W54a/W56/W101 on the west; W119 on the
north; W118/W113/W137 on the east; and
W33 on the south. The fieldstone foundations
(i.e., the Stratum IV wall stumps) were
preserved, carrying a single course of hewn
kurkar blocks. As the the next course of stones
was attributed to the Stratum II walls, it was
not possible to identify any openings between
the rooms or between them and the courtyard.
While the walls in the northern part of the wing
(W62, W117, W137; Fig. 9) were built mostly
of ashlars placed closely together, the western
wall (W54/W56/W101; Fig. 10) was built
of hewn kurkar stones varying in hardness,
dimensions—causing the top of the course
to be uneven—and dressing techniques. This
variability exhibited in the kurkar building
blocks suggests that they were in secondary
use.

Fig. 9. Courtyard building, east wing, looking south.
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The east wing was divided into two main units: a northern one, which may have been the
continuation of the northern wing, and a southern one. The northern unit comprised two rooms.
Along the eastern wall of the western room (L452) was a square installation (L536) constructed of
hewn kurkar stones in secondary use, placed on their narrow sides. No finds that could identify its
function were recovered from the installation. The entire eastern room (L523; Fig. 9) was paved
with kurkar slabs and building stones in secondary use; several large slabs (up to 0.6 m long) were
carefully arranged in the southern part of the room, with small stones filling the gaps between these
stone slabs and the walls. In the northern part of the room was a ṭabun (diam. 1.1 m) surrounded by
large kurkar stones. A row of stones along the eastern wall (W137) presumably served as a bench.
The southern unit comprised three spaces. No walls or partitions were found between the three
spaces, suggesting that the entire southern unit was open. The southern space (L136) was paved with
large, flat kurkar stones, very carefully laid to form a straight northern edge (W55/W98). The northern
space (L425; Fig. 10) was paved with even larger flat kurkar stones (c. 0.6 × 0.9 m), carefully laid to
abut the foundations of the surrounding walls and to form a straight southern edge (W39), similar to
the northern edge of Space 136. The central space (L458, L528) was largely unpaved. It was divided
in half by a north–south wall (W82). The drainage channel installed in Stratum IV that ran through
this space from west to east probably continued to drain the courtyard. In the northern part of this
space were several kurkar slabs and a large stone basin.
The South Wing.— The south wing was delimited on the south by W33 (built over Walls 52 and 122
of Stratum IV) that served as the southern wall of the building, and by Wall 61 on the north, separating
the wing from the central courtyard. Although the walls were built over those of the previous stratum,
they were constructed of various type of stones and using a variety of techniques, allowing for a clear
distinction between the two strata. No indication of entrances was found in the walls.

Fig. 10. Courtyard building, east wing, looking east.
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The plan of the south wing seems to have been analogue to that of the north wing. Only one
complete room (L514) and half of another one (L521) were exposed. Room 514 was paved with
unworked slabs of hard kurkar, which were laid very carefully, leaving hardly any space between
them (Fig. 11). In the southeastern corner of the Room 521 were remains of a ṭabun.
The Central Courtyard.— The courtyard (L470/L472) was surrounded by the walls of the south,
east and north wings (W61, W56/W101, W102a, respectively). It extended westward beyond the
excavated area. The southern part of the courtyard was paved with rectangular hewn kurkar slabs
(L470). The paving had no clear edge, and thus seems to be incomplete. The northern and western
parts of the courtyard were unpaved (L472). No stone threshold or entrance leading from the adjacent
wings was found, precluding any reconstruction of the passages between the courtyard and the three
wings.
The Eastern Building
As in the courtyard building, Stratum III is distinguished by a course of ashlars and fieldstones set
over the wall stump of W111 from Stratum IV; most of the stones of this course were robbed. The
room to the south of W111 (L486) and the room/space to its north (L197) were found partially paved
with square kurkar stones. In Room 486 the paving reached the line of W59—the western wall of

Fig. 11. Courtyard building, south wing, looking north.
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the room in Stratum IV—indicating that an additional course was built over W59 in Stratum III but
was most likely dismantled in antiquity. The paving in Room/Space 197 extended along the eastern
wall of the courtyard building (W113/W137), making it difficult to ascertain with which of the two
buildings it was associated.
The Winepress
Eitan Ayalon
The winepress (Plans 4, 5; Fig. 12; Yannai 2009) was constructed north of the courtyard building.
Plastered stone floors between the two structures prove that they were joined, and their alignment
and the elevation of their walls indicate that they were constructed as a unit. The winepress consisted
of three principal elements: three ‘little presses’ (L411, L412, L461); a large treading floor (L583) to
the north of the ‘little presses’; and a collecting vat (L584) to the east of the treading floor.

Plan 5. The winepress.
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Plan 5. (cont.). The winepress, sections.

The ‘little presses’ comprised three parallel compartments (2.3 × 3.3 m each; Fig. 13) sloping from
north to south and separated by plastered stone-built partitions (0.35 m wide). A narrow, elongated
surface (L408) ran along the lower edge of the compartments, where in front of each component was
a small, round collecting vat (diam. 0.6 m, depth 0.6 m, volume of each 0.17 cubic m). A gutter led
from each compartment to the corresponding vat. The floors of the compartments, of the long surface
and of the collecting vats were all paved with white mosaics. The stone walls of the ‘little presses’
rose 0.1 m above ground level. They were coated with a thick layer of coarse gray plaster overlain by
a thin layer of white plaster. The three compartments reached the southern edge of the treading floor,
and no partition wall separated them.
The treading floor (5.8 × 5.8 m; 33.6 sq m: Fig. 12) was dug into the ground (depth c. 1 m) and it
too was paved with a white mosaic. In its center was an irregular pit (width 2 m), which was deeper
in its eastern part. This pit held the stone base of the screw-press, which was either square or round
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Fig. 12. The winepress, looking south.

Fig. 13. The ʻlittle winepressesʼ, looking south.
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(Avrutis 2015: Fig. 3.7) and is now lost. The treading floor sloped eastward, toward the collecting
vat (Fig. 14). A deep, narrow, plastered conduit that cut through the center of the eastern wall of the
treading floor carried the pressed liquid to the collecting vat. The western part of the conduit was a
depression in the wall of the treading floor, but its eastern part was built and projected slightly into
the vat.
The eastern part of the collecting vat, which according to numerous parallels probably had a
sump installed in its floor, was under the road and could not be excavated. Its western side was 2.8 m
long, and given the square shape typical of similar winepresses (Frankel 1999:149–150), its full size
is estimated at 2.8 × 2.8 m. The vat was 2.2 m deep, of which 1.75 m were below the outlet of the
conduit—an effective collecting capacity of c. 13.7 cubic m. Two rounded steps in the southwestern
corner (height 0.5 m each) facilitated descent down to its floor. A step (0.3 m deep) ran along the
surrounding wall on the three surrounding sides; it is unknown if it continued on the eastern wall as
well. On the north and south it was 0.6 m wide, allowing the workers a wide enough ledge to stand
or walk. On the west, where the conduit to the collecting vat was located, it was only 0.2 m wide.
The horizontal surfaces of the vat and the steps were paved with white mosaic grouted with a thin
layer of white plaster. The vertical surfaces and the tops of the walls surrounding the vat were coated
with a thick layer of dark-gray plaster, covered with a thin layer of variegated pink and white plaster.
Components and Operation.— The winepress belongs to the well-known group of large, improved
installations (also called ‘complex, ‘public’, ‘industrial’) dated to the Byzantine period (cf. Frankel
1999; Hadas 2007; Dray 2011; 2015; Avrutis 2015). However, it is an outlier. On the one hand, it
lacks several components that are common in this type of installation, such as vaulted compartments
draining into the treading floor on three of its sides; a covered channel draining the screw base

Fig. 14. The collecting vat, looking west.
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toward the vat; and an intermediate vat for straining the must. On the other hand, it has three ‘little
presses’, which have their own collecting vats. Thus, it is not a typical example of the ‘four-rectangle
plan’ winepress that is commonly found in the central part of the country (Frankel 1999: Map 39).
Nevertheless, the use of white mosaic for all the floors and the screw in the center of the treading
floor may well date it to the Byzantine period.
The winepress had the capacity to operate two different lines of production simultaneously: one
using the ‘little presses’, and the other using the large installation. The ‘little presses’ (‘auxiliary floors’
according to Frankel 1999:139) were probably used to produce the choice ‘first wine’ mentioned in
both Classical and Jewish sources (Frankel 1999:139–140, 204). The grapes were spread over the
floors and left in the sun for several days, thus increasing the percentage of sugar they contained,
while the must leaking from them drained into the adjacent round vats. Then the grapes were removed
to the central treading floor for the usual procedure (Frankel and Eisenberg 2018:61–62). In the same
manner, another type of special wine could have been produced in the ‘little presses’ from raisins.
The large treading floor (L583) was used for treading the grapes with bare feet (but see below for
another opinion). This could be done either with fresh grapes brought from the vineyard or with those
removed from the ‘little presses’ after exposure to the sun. The must drained into the collecting vat,
and in the absence of a smaller intermediate vat to strain it, a thorny bush in the conduit could have
served that purpose—a technique known from ethnographic parallels (Feingersh and Eitam 1988:46,
67; Hadas 2007:110). Another possibility is that the must accumulated in the vat with the grape skins,
to produce red and not white wine (Hadas 2007:109). After treading, the remains of the grapes, still
containing plenty of must, were pressed again, using the wooden screw installed in the center of the
floor (for detailed discussions, see Frankel 1997; 1999:140–145).
We cannot rule out the possibility that no treading took place in this winepress, and that the
screw was used only to squeeze the must from grapes that were first left in the heat of the sun in
the ‘little presses’. However, this would mean that the screw and the main vat remained unused
for at least three days each time, and this does not conform with our knowledge of the intensive
operation of these presses. The written sources also reveal that the first fermentation, which lasted
several days, was done in the large collecting vat (Ayalon, Frankel and Kloner 2012:27–28; for an
opposing interpretation, see Hadas 2007:87, 106–109). The liquid was then transferred to pottery
jars, and the second, longer fermentation took place in a cool place, possibly in the adjacent courtyard
building (Frankel 1999:42; Hadas 2007:132–142; see also Porat et al. 2018). The ṭabuns found near
the winepress may have been used to produce grape-honey (dibs in Arabic) or boiled wine. Similar
ovens are known from other sites (Feingersh and Eitam 1988:66).
As mentioned above, this kind of installation is not common. In most Improved winepresses of
the Byzantine period the compartments are along three sides of the treading floor and often included
two different levels that drain to the floor (cf. Avrutis 2015: Figs. 2.58, 2.59). There is a long-standing
debate among scholars regarding these units. The ‘conservative’ opinion is that they were used to hold
the grapes until they were taken to the treading floor (Feingersh and Eitam 1988:52; Ayalon, Frankel
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and Kloner 2012). Another interpretation was first raised by Yehoshua Dray in 2003 (for more recent
accounts, see Dray 2011; 2015), followed with a slight variation by Hadas (2007). In Dray’s opinion,
the fermentation took place in the smaller compartments (which he calls ‘winepresses’) surrounding
the central floor, almost without any treading of the grapes. The wine drained through the central
floor (the ‘working surface’) into the large collecting vat, and it was then decanted in jars for the
second fermentation. Only then were the remains of the grapes removed to the screw and pressed.
The side compartments in the Tel Ifshar winepress, each draining away from the central floor
to its own vat, do not conform with Dray’s interpretation. Dray does not explain why the ‘wine’
was drained from the compartments all the way to the large collecting vat(s) only to be drawn
immediately into jars, when the process described here is much more convenient. It should be noted
that side compartments with their own vats similar to those of Tel Ifshar are relatively rare, but have
been found in several sites, among them Ramla (south), which is the largest (Gorzalczany 2008;
Gorzalczany and Marcus 2010), Jaffa, Khirbat el-Ni‘ana (both mentioned in Gorzalczany 2008:32)
and Sussita (Frankel and Eisenberg 2018:61–62).
The Tel Ifshar winepress is a fine example—albeit somewhat unusual, as they usually include
an intermediate vat—of the large, improved installations typical of the Byzantine period in most
regions of the country. The Sharon Plain was no exception (see Avrutis 2015: Fig. 3.4, however see
his Fig. 3.1), not surprising as the wine produced in this region is mentioned in contemporary Hebrew
sources (e.g., Mishnah, Nida 2:7; Tosefta, Nida 3:11; cf. Frankel 1999:201).
Stratum II (Plan 6)
In stratum II, the outline of the Stratum III courtyard building was maintained, but considerable
alterations were made in its internal plan, most notably in the north wing and courtyard. While it
seems that the winepress continue to be in use during this stratum, no remains of the eastern building
could be attributed to Stratum II. It is possible that the entire building was robbed at the end of
Stratum II, or that the eastern building did not exist in Stratum II at all.
The most striking change in the courtyard building was the extension of the central courtyard
northward and the construction of a new southern enclosing wall for the north wing, which now
aligned with W62 in the northeast of the building. This change suggests that the north wing now
extended along the entire northern outer wall of the building and included the building’s northeast
corner.
The North Wing.— The northern wall of the building (W119) did not survive in this stratum, but there
is no doubt that its course was the same as in the previous strata. This is indicated by a north–south
wall (W70, below) and a stone paving (L186, below), which extended only up to a line corresponding
with W119 of Stratum III. Despite this continuity, the north wing saw considerable changes, which
aligned it with the space in the northeastern corner of the building; thus, the description of the north
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Plan 6. The northern buildings, Stratum II.
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wing will now include this section of the building (described in the previous strata as part of the east
wing).
The alterations in the north wing included the construction of a north–south wall (W70), which
replaces W100 of Stratum III but was built slightly higher and farther west of W100. In addition,
W102a, the southern wall of the north wing in Stratum III, was covered in Stratum II by a pile of
stones (L177, below) that extended over the central courtyard of the building. In its place, a new wall
(W88; Fig. 15) was erected, continuing westward the course of W62. Walls 131 and 132 of Stratum
III were covered by stone-paved floors (L186, L453, L501; Fig. 15), and a new north–south wall
was erected (W87). Paving 186 abutted W87 from the west, and its southern end coincided with the
western end of W88. As no evidence was found to reconstruct a wall that continued westward from
W88, the plan of the western part of the north wing remains unclear.
The eastern part of the north wing (the northeast corner of the building) was also altered in the
transition to Stratum II. A single room/space (L176/L474) replaced the two Stratum III rooms (L523,
L452), and two walls were renovated: W62a was constructed above W62 of Stratum III, and a course
of stones (W112) was added above W137 of Stratum III.

Fig. 15. Courtyard building, north wing, looking north.
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The East Wing.— No changes were made to the layout of the walls in the east wing. Although
the outer, eastern wall was not preserved (W113), its full course can be reconstructed. The east–
west walls of the wing show that W113 remained without change in Stratum II, and that it was the
continuation of W112, which survived to its north. Of the southern wall of the wing, only one course
(W33a) was found above W33 of Stratum III. All the east–west partition walls of Stratum III were
rebuilt in Stratum II.
Changes in the southern part of the eastern wing were somewhat difficult to evaluate, as they
seem to exhibit two technical phases. An impressive floor of large hewn stones was laid over L136
(L128/L136a), and a north–south wall (W53) was constructed of dressed stones on this floor. It is
unclear how long Floors 128 and 136 comprised a single room, or, in other words, when W53 was
built. Floor 128/136a terminated in a straight line where the Stratum III W55/W89 used to be.
A substantial layer of collapsed stones containing pottery covered the entire area of the east wing
in this stratum. The collapse began at a higher level than that of the stone-paved floors of Stratum III.
This gave rise to the assumption that in Stratum II the two northern rooms/spaces of the wing (L146,
L147) had earthen floors which were not discernable during the removal of the collapse.
The South Wing.— The remains of the south wing of the building in Stratum II were severely
damaged. The northern wall of the south wing was not found, but the pile of stones that covered the
central courtyard (L177, below) terminated along the line of W61 of Stratum III, suggesting that the
wall in Stratum II followed the same course.
The Central Courtyard.— In Stratum II, the courtyard was extended somewhat northward, up to
W88, the wall that now enclosed the north wing on the south. Built against W88 was a rectangular
installation (L414) built of stones, which surrounded a ṭabun (Fig. 16). A shallow pile of stones (L177)

Fig. 16. Installation 414, looking north.
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covered most of the paved courtyard floor (L470) as well as the unpaved area (L472) of Stratum III.
The top of the pile was uneven, suggesting that it was not a floor, yet its density and shape seem to
indicate that the stones were intentionally laid. The exact nature of this pile remains unknown, but
it was probably an underground fill that supported a floor which has since been dismantled. The
stone pile, which covered and cancelled W102a of Stratum III, extended up to W88 and as far to the
northwest as the stone-paved floor in Room 186 in the north wing, where it seemed to merge with
the paving. As Floor 186 covered W132 of Stratum III, this establish the stratigraphic attribution of
Pile 177 to Stratum II.
Finds
The excavation yielded a rich ceramic assemblage dating from the late first century BCE until the
first half of the seventh century CE, which included a very large number of storage jars and a wide
variety of decorated wares and cooking wares found mostly in the courtyard building (Gendelman
2021). Also found were 33 lamps, over half of which are of ‘Samaritan’ types (Susman 2021); metal
objects (Fig. 17); over two hundred bronze coins, ranging in date from the first century to the end of
the sixth centuries CE and including two small hoards from the reign of Severus Alexander (222–
235; Bijovsky 2021); and a bone figuring (Singer, below).2

Fig. 17

2

No.

Type

Stratum

Locus

Reg. No.

Metal

1

Razor

III

449

1793

Iron

2

Razor

III

449

1850

Iron

3

Weight

III

453

1772

Lead

4

Ring

III

514

4107

Bronze

5

Ring

III

528

4178

Bronze

6

Clip

Unstratified

312

3091

Bronze

7

Nail

IV

560

4243

Bronze

8

Nail

III

406

1559

Iron

9

Weight

IV

567

4168

Lead

10

Weight

III

462

1831

Lead

11

Unidentified

II

410

1639

Bronze

The finds included an assemblage of glass vessels, which unfortunately could not be studied. Drawings of these vessels
can be found in the IAA Photograph Archive (B921996–B922004).
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Fig. 17. Metal items.
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A Bone Figurine
Karin Singer
A figurine of a woman was found in Room 541, one of the rooms of the north wing of the courtyard
building of Stratum III (Fig. 18). The figuring (preserved height 104 mm, width 32 mm) was delicately
carved on a cattleʼs leg-bone that was split lengthwise. The split surface, which forms the back, was
left unworked. The figurine may have been affixed at the back to another (wooden?) object, but as the
edges are not cut straight to facilitate attachment, it may have been a distinct object, for instance a toy.
The head of the figurine is missing. The torso and lower body are delineated as two separate
areas, and each is decorated in a different technique. The lower part depicts a garment, showing
deeply etched folds flanking a narrow, vertical strip
(6 mm wide), which depicts either the edge of the
cloth or perhaps a cord fastening the garment. On the
torso there is a horizontal line just below the chest,
representing the waste or possibly a thin belt, and
fine double lines incised at the hem of the sleeves
and neckline emphasize the edge of the garment. The
upper torso was sculpted deeply into the bone, so that
the carved arms form a relief, with lines that indicate
fingers etched into the hands. The lines depicting the
fingers of the left hand interlace with those of the
lower garment. The right hand rests on the left side of
the chest, and the left hand covers the genitals. Two
incised horizontal lines at the base of the figurine
delineate a pedestal (8 mm high), on which the figure
stands. The garment covers the lower body down to
the pedestal, with no indication of the legs.
The design of the figurine is simple and quite
schematic. It resembles simple, popular figurines that
were made in Israel during the Roman period (AviYonah 1981:1–35). However, it is unlike the bone
figurines that were found in tombs (Porath, Dar and
Appelbaum 1985:143–144; Ayalon and Sorek 1999:
cover image) or figurines that were used as inlays
(Rosenthal 1976:96–103). In the absence of an exact
parallel for this figurine, it was probably locally
crafted, perhaps inspired by other figurines or intended
Fig. 18. Figurine of a woman (L547,
as a miniaturization of a stone or marble statue.
Reg. No. 4180).
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Discussion and Conclusions
Architecture and Stratigraphy
Although some of the stratigraphic relations in the northern buildings—between a few superimposed
floors and in the few places where there were alterations in the plan of walls—were clear, there
were nevertheless several problems which together prevented the determination of absolute
stratigraphy and chronology for the structures and the winepress. While these circumstances required
differentiating between the strata based on architectural considerations rather than on stratification,
several difficulties still remain.
The strata were not separated by destruction levels (except for the evidence of fire in a small section
of the north wing), but by a very small number of floors. Judging by the successive construction of
walls one on top of the other, there was no damage during the occupation of the individual strata, nor
was the building destroyed between its original construction in the Roman period and its abandonment
by the end of the Byzantine period. During its long period of use, all the walls were rebuilt at least
once, and most of them twice. The impressive winepress conforms to the outlines of the courtyard
building in all strata, but stylistic considerations point to its construction in Stratum III.
The walls of Strata III and II in these buildings were constructed of worked building stones and
ashlars of various sizes, suggesting that they were in secondary use. This uneven construction of
the walls, which were built one on top of the other, made it very difficult to differentiate between
the walls of strata III and II, and at times even between the Stratum IV walls and their later repairs.
Furthermore, as the basic plan of the courtyard building (Strata IV–II) and the eastern building (Strata
IV, III) did not change over their long period of use, the strata could not be distinguished according
to their architectural plan. The only changes in plan were evident in the north wing, between Strata
IV and III and again between Strata III and II; no alterations were found in the south and east wings.
Thus, the definition of strata is based on changes in the floor elevations and in the type of floors,
namely changes to stone pavements or back to earthen floor, but this too was not always possible.
The patchwork-like construction of the walls one on top of the other supports the supposition that
the rebuilding of the walls and the few alterations in the plan of the courtyard building did not occur
simultaneously in all three wings. We assume that such rebuilding and alterations reflect both repairs
and deliberate changes to the plan, although we are not certain that the various changes within each
stratum were contemporary. Such organic changes in the structures make it difficult to determine
the chronology of the strata based on the artifacts found on the floors. Alterations on either side of
a particular wall seem to have occurred at different times, as evident by coins and pottery that date
from the Byzantine period on one side of a wall, while the same level on the other side of the wall
yielded vessels and objects from the Roman period.
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Chronology
The earliest architectural features in the area are the fieldstone foundations of the southern and
northern buildings, on the upper and lower terraces. They were assigned to Stratum IV, and by then
the preliminary division of the two terraces was already laid out, as well as the plan of the courtyard
building in the lower terrace. The pottery types from Stratum IV have good parallels in the second
half of the first and the second centuries CE (see Gendelman 2021). A terminus post quem for the
construction of the building in the first half of the third century CE is provided by a coin hoard in the
north wing, beneath Floor 546 (Hoard A; Bijovsky 2021). The combined evidence of the pottery and
coins therefore suggests a date in the second quarter of the first to the first half of the third centuries CE.
The first set of alterations and rebuilding of walls—mostly with ashlars—in the two northern
buildings were ascribed to Stratum III, and a second set of changes in the courtyard building were
ascribed to Stratum II. The coins found beneath the collapse of Stratum II, found mostly in the east
wing, in the vicinity of the ashlar walls of Stratum III, indicate that the Stratum III walls remained
standing until the end of the fourth century CE. Two sixth-century coins were found in Stratum III,
but they may well be intrusive, from a disturbance that was not identified during the excavation. Fifth
century CE coins were found only in the collapse of Stratum II.
The pottery assemblages of Strata II and III exhibit great similarity, and together they have a
wide chronological range—from the fifth–sixth centuries to the first half of the seventh century CE
(Gendelman 2021)—dates that are slightly later than those of the coins from these strata. The latest
pottery types appear only in Stratum II loci, and date to the first half of the seventh century CE, while
the latest coins date to the middle of the sixth century CE. It thus seems that the determining factor
for the chronology should be the coins, and it can be assumed that pottery types which date from the
seventh century CE appear already in assemblages of the sixth century CE. Because all but two of
the coins from stratum III date from the fourth and fifth centuries CE, the dates of the two strata are
problematic. Possibly the distinction of the Strata is not related to chronology, or Stratum II may have
been very short-lived, and the latest types of pottery are therefore mixed with earlier types.
The Nature of the Buildings and the Winepress
The buildings uncovered in the excavation seem to have been industrial and commercial in nature and
linked to the most important architectural feature uncovered in the excavation: the large, improved
(complex) winepress—one of the most interesting ever found in Israel. Although the pottery from
the buildings includes a wide variety of imported decorated wares along with local table and cooking
wares, several architectural features point to their industrial and commercial use: no mosaic or
smooth floors were found in the buildings; their walls were not plastered; and despite the large size
of the buildings their construction was crude in nature. Furthermore, a limekiln and a winepress from
the Roman and Byzantine periods were uncovered on the eastern slope of the tell (Porath 1993:107),
not far from the current excavation, and it seems likely that the two buildings and the winepress were
part of the same industrial complex as these installations.
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Presumably, the function of the buildings was related to the winepress, but their specific functions
remain unclear. It is possible that the various parts of the buildings had different functions. However,
the uniform distribution of the various types of pottery—comprising numerous storage jars and a
wide variety of cooking and table wares—leaves no evidence of any functional division between the
rooms. Finally, the ṭabuns (diam. 0.6–1.2 m) found in many of the rooms may have had in addition to
their use for cooking an industrial purpose, such as boiling grape must into honey or the production
of boiled wine (Frankel 1999:202).
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